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Why Did Anyone Listen to the Rating Agencies After Enron?

I. INTRODUCTION

ENRON WAS RATED INVESTMENT GRADE BY Moody's, Standard and Poor's, and Fitch until four days before it declared bankruptcy—scarcely a ringing endorsement of the agencies' acumen. And even before Enron (a term I will generally use in this essay to include the other contemporaneous scandals of the time), the rating agencies had come in for significant criticism. Some commentators had long described their ratings as worthless; others, only slightly more charitably, characterized the agencies as offering a work-product that was 'good enough for government work' but scarcely cutting edge. Yet many investors are now saying that in buying mortgage-backed securities and collateralized debt obligations comprised in part of those securities, and in appraising the quality of swap providers and insurers, they relied on the rating agencies. How can this reliance be reconciled with what preceded it?

This essay is part of a larger project on why subprime investors didn't demand a (much larger) lemons premium. In this essay, I argue that an adaptive trait—incorporating new data that potentially conflicts with one's pre-existing worldview...
so as to preserve as much of that worldview as possible—proved to be maladaptive in this circumstance.

It is not viable to thoroughly revisit one's pre-existing worldview at every possible disconfirmation—doing so would be paralyzing. Indeed, it is also a reasonable and probably necessary prior belief that one's pre-existing worldview is sound, and based on sufficient evidence. Again, the contrary is virtually unimaginable. The result is that if possible, we interpret new data in a manner consistent with our pre-existing worldview. We can do so in a variety of ways. One way, the one I will discuss here, is to conclude that the worldview was too simple—it set forth a general rule which we came to understand has exceptions (or more or likelier exceptions than we had believed). Or, there may be some broader revision, in which we rearticulate the prior belief in a way that accommodates the evidence.

How did this phenomenon work when the rating agencies failed so miserably with Enron? A simplified version of the story is as follows. Before Enron, the pre-existing worldview among many market participants was that rating agencies were, if not comprised of rocket scientists, sound enough. There was considerable evidence for this view. While it was challenged by Enron, Enron could be accounted for as the product of massive fraud, concealed by complexity. Indeed, Enron was notoriously complex—some of its executives were among the most sophisticated of the 'rocket scientists,' developing transaction structures dazzling in their intricacy. It was therefore plausible to believe that for the rating agencies to get it significantly wrong, both massive fraud and complexity were necessary and that neither was

8. For a general discussion of how people react to and accommodate disconfirming evidence, see Richard Nisbett & Lee Ross, Human Inference: Strategies & Shortcomings of Social Judgment 167-92 (1980); see also Pam Belluck, Yes, Looks Do Matter, N.Y. Times, Apr. 26, 2009, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/26/fashion/26looks.html. "When people don't fit our preconceived notions, we tend to ignore the contradictions, until they are too dramatic to overlook. In those cases, said John F. Dovidio, a psychology professor at Yale, we focus on the contradiction . . . ." Id. Doing so helps us "find a way to make the world make sense again, even if the way we do it is to say, "This is an exceptional situation." It's easier for [a person] to keep the same categories in [her] mind and come up with an explanation for the things that are discrepant." Id.


10. See Hill, Rating Agencies, supra note 5, at 81.


sufficient. Finally, it could reasonably be thought that since (and as a result of) Enron, the regulatory regime and the overall climate had changed to make such massive fraud less likely to occur, or at least less likely to continue unnoticed. In this essay, I explain in more detail the story set forth above, and draw some conclusions.

II. THE ARGUMENT

A. Prior Beliefs Encounter Disconfirming Evidence

Imagine a world in which people did not have much faith in their prior beliefs, and hence revisited them thoroughly and often. Daily life would be virtually impossible, given that we probably see potentially disconfirming evidence constantly. Revisiting our prior beliefs constantly is exceedingly time-consuming and, more significantly, potentially paralyzing. I believe that if I put an envelope in the mail slot, or give it to a commercial carrier, it will usually get delivered to the addressee—imagine if I seriously questioned that belief and had to seek other ways of sending mail? Similarly, I believe that if I buy groceries from my local store, I can feed them to dinner party guests without (much) fear of poisoning them—imagine if I felt that I had to test all of the food by sending it to a lab. (And if I had to test the labs too . . . .)

We therefore have ways of reconciling the prior belief with the evidence in ways that preserve the prior belief while not denying the evidence. Consider the well-worn example of belief in God notwithstanding that God clearly 'lets bad things happen to good people.' The accommodation of this belief and the disconfirming evidence often refers to a grand plan that people do not have access to, which would prove the true goodness of what God has done, or that in a particular instance, God lost against Satan. Moreover, keeping the prior belief in spite of the disconfirming evidence is often characterized as a virtue, the virtue of faith.

Consider another belief: that what is reported in a reputable newspaper is generally true. I might see a story in the business press that does not properly capture the corporate law ramifications and conclude that reporters may not always get the technical details in the field correct; that is my way of salvaging my prior belief but nevertheless accommodating the potentially disconfirming evidence. And another: I believe that people generally like desserts. I have a few friends who I have discovered do not, and I now conclude that most people like desserts, except for the few who do not.

Sometimes the disconfirming evidence cannot be accommodated with the prior belief, or can only be so accommodated with great difficulty, such that the prior belief itself becomes precarious, amenable to disconfirmation itself. In this regard,

13. See Hill, Rating Agencies, supra note 5, at 78–79.
14. Of course, this description is wildly simplified and glosses over myriad complexities. Still, using the example seems worthwhile because it is a paradigmatic case of the phenomenon that I am describing.
15. See Nisbett & Ross, supra note 8, at 175–79, 188–91.
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many economists are finding the traditional views about how markets work untenable, or at least very difficult to maintain, in the face of this financial crisis. Moreover, some prior beliefs are not held deeply in the first instance, and would be abandoned in the face of even non-weighty evidence to the contrary. I ate Tastykake cupcakes as a child in New York, and always believed they were primarily associated with New York; I was recently served such cupcakes at a conference in Philadelphia, and was told that the organizers had sought to serve Philadelphia food. Revising my long-but-weakly held belief was clearly in order, and I have confirmed, as I write this essay, that what I was told in Philadelphia is indeed correct.

The dynamic I describe is akin to several described in the psychology literature. Among them are belief perseverance, confirmation bias, and motivated reasoning, as well as a related dynamic critical of motivated reasoning. However, the dynamic that I describe is different in a critical respect. All of the psychological dynamics are largely about 'mistakes' or 'biases,' situations in which holding onto a belief notwithstanding the disconfirming evidence is unwarranted, or reflects a 'bias.' Psychologists have amply demonstrated that there is a general human tendency to hold on to a belief more than the evidence warrants. But what I am describing may or may not have been a mistake—I am agnostic on this point. Ex post, listening to the rating agencies as to the value of what are now called "toxic securities" was clearly a bad idea. But ex ante, even after Enron, it may not have been—and, I want to argue, there is a good chance that it was not.

Belief perseverance is holding one's views notwithstanding disconfirming evidence.
Beliefs are important foundations of attitudes and behavior, but they can be extremely difficult to change. Often, people will vehemently maintain their beliefs even in light of disconfirming evidence. This phenomenon is known as belief perseverance. Belief perseverance typically occurs because people base their beliefs on information that they find logical, compelling, or attractive in some way. Therefore, even when beliefs are seemingly disconfirmed by new evidence, the foundation for what the person believes may still exist. At times, the belief will still be maintained because of the remaining support of the explanation behind it. Typically, what is stressed in accounts of belief perseverance is clinging to one's beliefs more strongly than is warranted. The text quoted above is from a prominent social psychology encyclopedia's entry on "beliefs." The entry on "belief perseverance," immediately preceding, notes that "people tend to hold on to their beliefs even when it appears that they shouldn't." The entry acknowledges that it is not always clear when people should hold onto their beliefs in the face of disconfirming evidence. But the overall tone nevertheless makes clear that the term "belief perseverance" generally refers to a mistake. The entry ends with the following: "Research also has investigated ways to reduce belief perseverance. The most obvious solution, asking people to be unbiased, doesn't work. However, several techniques do reduce the problem. The most successful is to get the person to imagine or explain how the opposite belief might be true."

Another relevant dynamic is confirmation bias, "one example of how humans sometimes process information in an illogical, biased manner." The entry continues as follows:

One explanation for why humans are susceptible to the confirmation bias is that it is an efficient way to process information. Humans are bombarded with information in the social world and cannot possibly take the time to carefully process each piece of information to form an unbiased conclusion. Human decision making and information processing is often biased because people are limited to interpreting information from their own viewpoint. People need to
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process information quickly to protect themselves from harm. It is adaptive to rely on instinctive, automatic reflexes that keep humans out of harm's way.\textsuperscript{27}

Motivated reasoning, also a pertinent dynamic, has been described in one of the seminal articles as follows: "motivation may affect reasoning through reliance on a biased set of cognitive processes: strategies for accessing, constructing, and evaluating beliefs."\textsuperscript{28} The article's author notes that what he means by motivation is "any wish, desire, or preference that concerns the outcome of a given reasoning task."\textsuperscript{29} The article distinguishes between two different motives: one, "to arrive at an accurate conclusion, whatever it may be," and the other, "to arrive at a particular, directional conclusion."\textsuperscript{30} The phenomenon that I am describing does not cleanly fit into either category, nor does it cleanly fit into the article's conclusion, that "accuracy goals lead to the use of those beliefs and strategies that are considered most appropriate, whereas directional goals lead to the use of those that are considered most likely to yield the desired conclusion."\textsuperscript{31} The article characterizes as "[t]he major and most damaging criticism of the motivational view . . . that all research purported to demonstrate motivated reasoning could be reinterpreted in entirely cognitive, nonmotivational terms," enabling people to "draw self-serving conclusions not because they wanted to but because these conclusions seemed more plausible, given their prior beliefs and expectancies."\textsuperscript{32} The conclusions that I am describing do not seem 'self-serving' in the way that that term is usually understood.\textsuperscript{33} But the general reasoning in the criticism accords with my view: that it is sensible not to be agnostic about one's prior beliefs, but rather, to give them some presumption of soundness. One's prior beliefs might be wrong, but one would generally need some weighty evidence—quantitatively or qualitatively—to come to that conclusion. Being agnostic about one's prior beliefs is not a good way to proceed; we can expect those who give their prior beliefs some weight to do better than those who do not.\textsuperscript{34}

Psychologists Nisbett and Ross note that:

\textquote{[i]t seems possible that the behavior of subjects, inappropriate as it is from the standpoint of rationality in the inferential contexts studied, may arise from pursuit of important, higher order epistemic goals. Two such possible superor-
dinate goals are (a) the importance of stability to beliefs and belief-systems, even despite occasional logical inconsistency and (b) real-world constraints on time, which may prohibit the careful and dispassionate perusal and integration of all new evidence pertinent to any particular belief. The possibility that subjects were acting in accordance with such higher order goals should make us reluctant to assume that their behavior is as inappropriate as would be implied by narrower considerations of the justification for a particular belief, in a particular context, at a particular time.\(^{35}\)

This passage follows a discussion of the (strength of) the evidence that people hold onto beliefs more than they should, and is succeeded by a passage noting that people may not have "such higher order goals" in doing so.\(^{36}\)

Paradigmatically, in the typical cases studied by psychologists, there is no determinate 'right answer' as to whether the prior belief at issue should, or should not, be maintained. By contrast, there was no such answer at the time investors needed to determine whether or not, and to what extent, to listen to rating agencies. (There is now!\(^{37}\)) In such a case, the evolutionary/higher-order reasons why revisiting prior beliefs often is a bad idea might very well carry the day, especially where it is possible, as it was with the rating agencies post-Enron (and pre-crisis), to accommodate the evidence tending to disconfirm the belief at issue with a continued, albeit modified, adherence to the belief. In what follows, I will demonstrate how this dynamic—according significant weight to one's prior beliefs even in the face of some disconfirming evidence—explains why anyone would listen to the rating agencies after Enron.

\section*{B. The Rationale}

The major rating agencies—Moody's, Standard and Poor's and, more recently, Fitch—have been a fixture of investment decisions for quite some time. Many scholars have recounted the history; the scholars have some disagreements, but not as to the fact that for many types of securities, almost all the issuances are rated. Ratings, and rating agencies, are thus an important fact of life for those making investment decisions.\(^{38}\)

\(^{35}\). \textit{Id.} at 191–92 (citation omitted).

\(^{36}\). \textit{Id.} at 192.
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What do investors think of rating agencies? I have argued that pre-Enron, investors thought of the major rating agencies as providing some, although not cutting-edge, information. At a time, securities issued without both Moody’s and Standard and Poor’s ratings were discounted by the market. Some scholars, most notably Frank Partnoy, have argued that ratings were used principally, if not exclusively, to meet regulations applicable to some institutional investors such as pension funds and insurance companies. He therefore argues that ratings have no informational value. While it is true that regulation did require some investors to purchase mostly rated securities, investors favored securities rated by two rating agencies over those rated by one such agency, even when the applicable regulation only required one rating.

Ratings might provide information indirectly, rather than because the rating agencies correctly analyze the securities being rated. Rather than reflecting a security’s value, they might to some extent cause the security to have the value they assign. If a company can issue AAA rated debt, that company’s borrowing costs will be lower, increasing the value of the company and the debt. Moreover, the information might consist, in whole or in part, of the signal that the company obtaining the rating knew what markets wanted it to do, and, in the case of companies obtaining two ratings where only one was required, was willing to undergo more scrutiny than required. Still, none of this undermines the point that investors could think ratings were by and large accurate, without thinking particularly highly of the rating agencies’ work product and the people who produce it. My own view, argued for in my article on the subject, is as stated above: nobody thought the rating agencies had lots of rocket scientists among the people making the ratings, but they were thought of as sound enough. A rating was necessary, for all the reasons mentioned above, but not sufficient.

39. See supra note 9.
40. Hill, Rating Agencies, supra note 5, at 66 n.117 (“One finding is that where Moody’s and Standard and Poor’s both give the same rating, investors accept less of a return than they do where there is only one rating, or a rating by either Moody’s or Standard and Poor’s accompanied by a second rating from Fitch.”).
41. Partnoy, Siskel & Ebert, supra note 3, at 690–92, 698.
42. Id. at 698.
43. Hill, Rating Agencies, supra note 5, at 66.
44. Id. at 71.
45. Id.
46. Id. at 73. When rating agencies downgrade an issue and the issue later defaults, the failure may very well have been caused by the downgrade. . . . And the same may be true prospectively. Because ratings have so much influence on the terms on which a company can get financing, they may be self-fulfilling.
47. Id. at 72.
48. Id.
Then came Enron. The rating agencies had, of course, been shown to be spectacularly wrong before Enron.49 One notorious instance, involving the default of the Washington Public Power Supply System, was aptly referred to as 'whoops.'50 Other debacles in the rating agency hall of shame have included Executive Life, the "Asian Flu," Orange County, and National Century Financial Enterprises (NCFE).51 The press did not spare the rating agencies; one article in Euromoney after the Asian Flu, Rating Agencies Caught With Their Pants Down?, included a fabulously evocative cartoon.52 But all of these instances could be characterized as exceptional—some involved crooks, notably NCFE,53 and one involved a cascade of recessions in Asia (the Asian Flu).54 Orange County involved complex derivatives,55 but not 'when everyone was doing it.' It also arguably involved high-pressure sales tactics used by Merrill Lynch on somebody who was perhaps not the savviest investor, the elected treasurer of the county.56 As the Los Angeles Times delicately put it,
Merrill Lynch also came to realize that [Orange County Treasurer] Citron didn't always rely on standard investment techniques. For more than a decade, the treasurer used a $4.50 star chart, purchased from an Indianapolis astrologer, to help make investment decisions for the county, as well as for local schools, cities and special districts.  

In all of the cases there were ready narratives consistent with a prior belief that the rating agencies were 'good enough.' The rating agencies did not purport to be able to detect lying. It did not seem so damning not to be able to anticipate macroeconomic events in far-away places. And the rating agencies had quite a good track record, over a long period of time—their ratings, at least on a relative basis, and, it seemed, on an absolute basis as well, had proven largely accurate.

Enron, of course, was quite embarrassing. An investment grade rating for a company four days away from bankruptcy is not so easy to live down. How could anyone listen to the rating agencies again? As noted above, Enron involved massive fraud and complexity. Subprime securities involved complexity but not, it was thought, massive fraud. The generally held view was that rating agencies were equipped to appraise complexity, or at least not be stymied by it. Even though the low-level analysts might not be 'rocket scientists,' the overall methodology developed by higher-level and more talented people was sound. Moreover, subprime securities were 'natural' descendants of well-known mortgage backed securities, which the rating agencies had been rating successfully for close to thirty years. Rating agencies' websites contained (and still contain) detailed materials describing their methodology for rating mortgage-backed and other structured securities; the materials read as though the standards were very exacting and conservative. For the first few years during which subprime mortgages were securitized—when hous-
ing prices were rising exponentially, and before underwriting standards reached their nadir—the securitization securities (and the underlying mortgages) performed quite well. And there were many, huge, reputable market participants involved, participants who had their own considerable reputational and financial stakes in the viability of the securities. There did not seem to be much potential for massive fraud. There certainly were no Skilling- or Fastow-like figures, brilliant designers of financial instruments who, in retrospect, were able to create cash flows out of loan proceeds and “sell” assets they were actually keeping—in short, there were no people able to create a wholly false financial appearance to disguise a disastrous reality. Indeed, structured finance is precisely that, structured. The risks being segregated are precisely those that are not residual risks relating to a company, which were the very risks that proved so problematic with Enron. So, investors could tell themselves: this is not another Enron. And surely rating agencies are being extra-cautious after Enron. Rating agencies cannot be getting it massively wrong. Even if they are getting it a bit wrong, surely AAA securities cannot be junk. And the agencies have always done far better at initial ratings than downgrades: after all, Enron involved downgrades. So, investors had a story to permit them to continue doing what they had been doing, which was to use rating agencies as a valuable input in their investment decisions.

63. Baily, supra note 61, at 11 (“From 1991 through the third quarter of 2007, the [Office of Federal Housing Enterprise Oversight] house price index for the U.S. showed increases in every single quarter, when compared to the same quarter in the prior year.”). Most of the professionals involved in creating and packaging the toxic securities work in Manhattan. See Saskia Sassen, Global Financial Centers, 78 FOREIGN AFFAIRS 75, 76 (1999). Manhattan’s real estate prices have defied the laws of gravity for quite some time. Christine Haughney, Apartment Prices in Manhattan Defy National Real Estate Slide, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 3, 2008, at B1 (Manhattan saw a record high for real estate prices in the fourth quarter of 2007, while the rest of the country’s real estate markets were experiencing stagnation); Christine Haughney, Manhattan Apartment Prices Hit Record High Despite Slump, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 2, 2008, at B1 (“While most of the nation plods through a housing slowdown, Manhattan is experiencing its highest prices in history.”); Edward L. Glaeser, Joseph Gyourko & Raven Saks, Why is Manhattan So Expensive? Regulation and the Rise in Housing Prices, 48 J. LAW & ECON. 331 (2005). Thus, perhaps one reason investment bankers, lawyers, and investors (and rating agency employees) could find an exponential increase in real estate prices plausible was that Manhattan’s real estate prices had seemed to be on such a trajectory for quite a while. I thank Matt Easterday for this suggestion.

64. See supra note 12.


66. See Hill, Securitization, supra note 61.

67. In Enron, the ratings that proved so embarrassing were those of Enron’s senior debt. Ratings of a company’s senior debt are colloquially referred to as those of the company. The assessment as to whether the company can pay its debt involves looking at the bundle of assets and liabilities that comprise the company, and includes, importantly, a determination of its residual risks. By contrast, for complex securities such as those involved in the present crisis, the inquiry involves some precisely segregated bundle that does not contain these sorts of residual risks.

68. See Hill, Rating Agencies, supra note 5, at 70 (“Indeed, after being criticized for downgrading too slowly in Enron and the other debacles, the rating agencies greatly accelerated their pace of downgrading; the agencies were then criticized for downgrading too quickly.”). The same reasoning was used in some accounts of how directors who had been on the WorldCom board might nevertheless still be deemed desirable as directors. See Andrew Countryman, WorldCom Mess Hasn’t Disqualified Former Directors, CHI. TRIB., Mar. 7, 2004, at C1.
III. CONCLUSION

So what? Why does any of this matter? We now know that relying on the rating agencies was a big mistake; why anyone listened to the agencies after Enron matters for how we deal with investors and rating agencies—how we judge what they did, and how we go forward to minimize the chance of another crisis.

Whatever else is true, in the future, all market participants should be wary. Market participants are always looking for the next great thing—the higher yielding instrument that does not carry commensurate risk. 'Rocket scientists' can, apparently, convince themselves (as well as their employers, the investment banks, and the investment banks' clients) that they have defied fundamental laws of finance and found that thing. In a world where people can bet other peoples' money, and many institutions are too big or too interconnected to fail, investment decisions potentially become everyone’s problem. We will dole out blame, and vilify some of the actors involved. But if we want to minimize the chance and severity of future crises, we can’t just deal with the bad guys. We’ll need to deal with normal market actors as well. Had such actors not concluded that subprime investments were a good deal, we almost certainly wouldn’t have had the crisis we now have. In retrospect, we can see how wrong they were. But it doesn’t do us much good to project what we know now into the past. To minimize the chance of future crises, we need to spend much more time understanding how normal market actors think.

...